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About this book





Part One - Entropy

Enter / my back press up against a 
wall / then I slid weakly sideways until I 
found // another // stretching in much 
the same way / Flexing powered 
muscles / powered by // government / 
defined // it’s only purpose / to protect 
// to protect // to perfect your precepts 
// create unsustainability / failed 
capitalism flails // “You’re off into exile!” 
I exclaimed // In much the same tone // 
of indignation // digesting the observed 
involuntary // stiffening of // the morning 
breeze // Somehow I feel you’re 
protecting a fable // Monolithic lengths 
monumentally stretched into myths / 
now take Poor Tom to the Gallows 
Pole // 25th June, morning / no man 
knows till he has suffered //  Selfless / 
self-pity / repressed and fed into 
distortion //  Lasers copied inkjets / 
sporting imperfect words onto a page 
and when the space runs out the words 
run out and the blank space returns 
silence.
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Samman turned up / dressed in the 
traditional Ita cos // he was banished by 
the Elders in their // crimson-
coloured obscurity // “No more!” Their 
verdict passed on expression // 
“Mentors!” conflicted with needs / if 
needed / violent signs of the 
perfection of his process // of opinion // 
whole worlds will come to your grave / 
your name // conflicted with // less than 
less // while I know more than 
necessary // I cast the first stone and 
brought the wall down /  I was a boy / 
Joshua // Jericho / my Goliath / 
winged gargoyle / stoned by day and 
breathed with life wreathed with fire by 
night // The pond flooded // The fish 
died // The fish // I lied / There were no 
fish // They polarised against me
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Gravity flung me across // the distance 
/ Stories: / People listen to // Don’t give 
them courage // stories of people // 
who escape cruel / fates // Once upon a 
time // Carter’s wounds ensured the 
stories / but / not taken seriously / I 
lashed out and stabbed at him with 
the pen // “what’ll we do if he turns out 
to be alive?” // Nose tells them / “Don’t 
give the / Dutchman a chance.” / I have 
never been alive // I lived a lie / I vie / 
for the love / of a short range / 
frequency / Who alLowed you / back 
Into me? / I Followed / Every precaution 
/ But I caught her in my arms // She 
smelt like our youth.
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She smelt like our teenage years, 
bunny // Everyman wants a Virgin / 
Bunny / to eat on Easter // 
I trawled across // // Space for you // 
Why do you laugh? // Why do you / 
cracking / his flat-footed jokes // 
(frightfully imaginative // of rotting 
teeth / no less!) // Of my witticisms? “No 
/ I haven’t” / his restlessness annoyed 
me // was worse after the shutting 
away of his mother // in that awful 
institution // I bring love to give you 
solace // In the darkness of the night / 
our young weary world will struggle 
with the ancients // We first began / 
Gods / Love and Reason? // “I saw 
them with Smerdyakov.” Ivan suddenly 
shouted // “I’m going to burn your life 
down.”
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It was as if something turned over / 
and the view point altered // The 
ground shook and leaves fell from the 
trees around us // I slipped / but / 
didn’t lose my balance / I remember 
that // My life is mine alone / I will not 
relinquish it to Scarlet Lettermen // I 
was born Gold / changed through 
Silver to Platinum // I have a Half-Life of 
10,000 years  // way past my expiry 
date // So / we shall part / gentlemen // 
It has been a pleasure // Let us agree /  
here / by Ilyusha’s stone / that we will 
liberate Olympus / soon enough / 
there is soon to be enough of us aide-
de-camp and staff  // officers of form to 
form a world // We dined together / last 
to seat // last supper I suppose / then 
they scattered // Let’s close ranks and 
we will be stronger // One for all and all 
for one // (I / for one / decline my 
services to your entropy // ) Carry 
THAT away for your consolation.
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Before I saw them / their voices just 
murmurs / the distant music // from a 
farther room – How should I presume? 
// For anyone? / (or everyone who is 
everyman who is a library?) /// For 
everyone? / (or anyone who is no-one 
who is a canyon for filling) // Terror 
filled / me / that some / unknowable 
evil was // destroying / everyonE / And 
even / Renewing / thaT / Horrible 
thought in anyone // Then / (lest we 
forget) / there’s cellars: // vaulted with 
stores from which // bolting bats battle 
danger // elaborate measures of time 
were being // taken to protect – music 
lurked somewhere // Among the 
remoter hills – in the deep woods of 
the highest // range of mountains /  
agreeable to him in this moment – 
they approached the battery from 
south by southwest // He picked up a 
shell / spent and warm / still slightly 
smoking and pressed it to his palm // 
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Did I ever tell you about that month I 
spent / from August to the 2nd 
September / that is / from the battle of 
Borodino until the battle of Tarahalto / 
washing bandages and stitching 
musket wounds for His Majesty’s 
Rifles? // Sharpe / I was / sharp as a 
knife / quick as death / but also 
stitching wounds for the most part // 
The northwest side of the battery / 
opposite to the approach the Mark 
would take / was where I hid //  He bent 
down and picked up a spent cartridge 
and as he stood up I shot him // I had a 
successful career in the service for 
having let myself go // I made it 
through / and the next // level proved 
harder // The boss was // more 
powerful // It was possible / once the 
deed was done / to prove that any // 
importance was in / the influence of 
this / exalted lady / on her // poor / poor 
/ poor / thought – by automatic action // 
rendered difficult // Rendered / no 
longer the same // I opened the // Year 
Gate // I flooded Time until it lashed at 
the Decade Gate // Bury it / Time is 
running out //
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Time / is running out here! // On the 
road! // Forgive me, for everyone? // 
“Can I speak my simple soul?!” // By 
consigning to one in these ports / I 
avoided the flood // I watched minutes 
float with the decades down the stream 
and away // I answered / certainly // I 
sighed long and deeply / a sigh that 
seemed to measure prospects // I 
panned Gold / (So did the critics.) / Did 
you / Ballet? // I stepped up to a young 
woman. // She rose above me. // A 
Goliath to my David // She wore 
powder blue dress and craved a 
mantle / pieces of unearned / 
“greatness”/ and that / outpouring / (it 
created a relief program) // Do I have 
National Support? // I feel relieved //
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The atoms polarise against me / as 
the walls shift / but wait – / No use 
straining yourself / because nothing will 
overwhelm // my event / you’ve ended 
on the horizon // “Whoever you are, 
Woman or Goddess / it is upon this 
ability / to think upon this rational faculty 
/ fewer Penguins will want to fuck you” 
// “Yes.” // “Please!” / We thought we 
had caught // a vague suspicion of an 
infinitely larger particle // There is no 
use straining yourself / the event is in 
progress // It seems to me good that 
they should brave danger / and / 
perhaps / any sort of order // Scarcely 
had he touched Kirillov // the surface 
of the glass had been / the arch // 
KEYSTONE of the SKY // ENCLOSING 
A



       atoms polarise 
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Weake // (Worthless thing) / fit 
sacrifize for // The impending 
engagement and the victory certain to 
follow it // the unnecessary // They were 
not abashed // I was hearing the Old 
Woman / “I studied the pictures close / 
hearing that the strange reptiles” // 
(‘it’s a gigantic green egg // and it loves 
me’) // trade’s just about finished” // No 
demand any longer / the power drains 
and no-one’s left // within the feeling // 
Those were the nights / down at the 
Scorching Ovens! // I am certain / as is 
everyone else and all of need / but 
none of the men of ability // This is 
disease //  Adopt it / turn around / 
spurn us // as if the final lamb to the 
cosmic slaughter//
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Part 2 – 10,000 Days

Eye on the TV // 'cause tragedy thrills 
me / whatever flavour it happens to be 
// Like: // "Killed by the husband" // 
"Drowned by the ocean" // "Shot by his 
own son" // "She used a poison in his 
tea / Then (she) kissed him goodbye // 
that's my kind of story // It's no fun til 
someone dies // Don't look at me like I 
am a monster / frown out your one face 
/ but with the other (you) // stare like a 
junkie into the TV // stare like a zombie 
while the mother holds her child // 
watches him die / hands to the sky cryin 
"why, oh why?" // cause I need to watch 
things die from a distance // vicariously 
/ I live while the whole world dies // you 
all need it too / don't lie // Why can't we 
just admit it? // why can't we just admit 
it? // we won't give pause until the 
blood is flowin' / neither the brave nor 
bold // nor brightest of stories told / we 
won't give pause until the blood is 
flowin' // I need to watch things die from 
a good safe distance // vicariously / I 
live while the whole world dies // you all 
feel the same so why can't we just 
admit it? //





       on the        tragedy
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own son         poison
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   dies
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Blood like rain fallin' down / drum on 
grave and ground // part vampire / part 
warrior // carnivore and voyeur // stare 
at the transmittal / sing to the death 
rattle / credulous at best / your desire 
to believe in // Angels in the hearts of 
men / but pull your head on out (of) 
your hippie haze // and give a listen / 
shouldn't have to say it all again // the 
universe is hostile / so impersonal // 
Devour to survive // so it is / so it's 
always been // we all feed on tragedy // 
It's like blood to a vampire / vicariously / 
I live while the whole world dies / much 
better you than I //



Blood like rain               drum on 
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Here from a kings mountain view / here 
from the wild dream come true / feast 
like a sultan / I do / on treasures and 
flesh never few // but I would wish it all 
/ away / If I thought I'd lose you just one 
day // The devil and his had me down / 
in love with the dark side I'd found / 
dabbling all the way / down // up to my 
neck / soon to drown // But you 
changed that all for me / lifted me up / 
turned me round / so I / I would wish 
this all away // prayed like a martyr 
dusk to dawn // begged like a hooker 
all night long // tempted the devil with 
my song / and got what I wanted all 
along / but I / I would // If I could / I 
would // 
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Wish it away // wish it away // wish it all 
away // wanna wish it all away / no 
prize that could hold sway // or justify 
my giving away my center / so if I 
could I'd wish it all away // if I thought 
tomorrow would take you away // you / 
my piece of mind / my all /  my center 
// just trying to hold on one more day / 
Damn my eyes! // Damn my eyes! // if 
they should compromise the fulcrum: 
(If) wants and needs divide me / then I 
might as well be gone // shine on 
forever // shine on benevolent sun / 
shine down upon the broken // shine 
until the two become one / shine on 
forever / Shine on benevolent sun // 
shine down upon the severed // shine 
until the two become one / Divided / i'll 
wither away // shine down upon the 
many / light our way / benevolent sun // 
breathe in union / so / as one / survive 
// another day and season / silence / 
legion // save your poison // silence / 
legion // stay out of my way 
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You // you believed // you believed in 
movements none could see // you 
believed in me / A passionate spirit // 
uncompromised / boundless and open / 
a light in your eyes // then immobilized 
// broken / fell at the hands of those 
movements that I wouldn't see // yet it 
was you who prayed for me / so what 
have I done // to be a son to an angel? 
// what have I done / to be worthy? // 
Daylight dims leaving cold 
fluorescents / difficult to see you in this 
light // please forgive this selfish 
question / but / what am I to say to all 
these ghouls tonight? // "She never 
told a lie / well might have told a lie / 
But never lived one // didn't have a life / 
didn't have a life / but surely saved one" 
// See? // I'm alright / now it's time for 
us to let you go // 
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Listen to the tales and romanticize / 
how we'd follow the path of the hero // 
boast about the day when the rivers 
overrun // how we rise to the height of 
our halo / listen to the tales as we all 
rationalize / our way into the arms of 
the savior // feigning all the trials and 
the tribulations / none of us have 
actually been there // not like you // 
Ignorant siblings in the congregation // 
gather around spewing sympathy / 
spare me / none of them can even hold 
a candle up to you // binded by choice 
/ these hypocrites won't see // but / 
enough about the collective Judas // 
who could deny you were the one who 
// illuminated your little piece of the 
divine? / and this little light of mine / a 
gift you passed on to me // I'm gonna 
let it shine to guide you safely on your 
way / your way home // Oh / what are 
they going to do when the lights go 
down / without you to guide them all to 
Zion? // What are they going to do 
when the rivers overrun // other than 
tremble incessantly? //
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High is the way / but all eyes are upon 
the ground / you were the light and the 
way they'll only read about // I only pray 
/ Heaven knows when to lift you out // 
ten thousand days in the fire is long 
enough // you're going home // You're 
the only one who can hold your head 
up high / shake your fists at the gates 
saying // "I've come home now! / Fetch 
me the spirit / the son / and the father // 
Tell them their pillar of faith has 
ascended // It's time now! / my time 
now! // Give me my / give me my 
wings!" // You are the light and way that 
they will only read about // set as I am 
in my ways and my arrogance // (With 
the) burden of proof tossed upon the 
believers / you were my witness / my 
eyes / my evidence // Judith Marie / 
unconditional one // Daylight dims 
leaving cold fluorescents // difficult to 
see you in this light / please forgive this 
bold suggestion / but / should you see 
your Maker's face tonight / look Him in 
the eye / look Him in the eye / and tell 
Him // "I never lived a lie / never took a 
life / but surely saved one // Hallelujah 
/  it's time for you to bring me home." //
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Who are you to wave your finger? // 
You must have been outta your head // 
eye hole deep in muddy waters / you 
practically raised the dead // rob the 
grave to snow the cradle / then burn 
the / evidence down // soapbox house 
of cards and glass so / don't go tossin' 
your stones around // you must have 
been high / foot in mouth and head up 
ass // so whatcha talkin' 'bout? / difficult 
to dance 'round this one / 'til you pull it 
out / boy / you must have been so high 
// steal / borrow / refer / save your 
shady inference // Kangaroo done 
hung the jury with the innocent / now 
you're weeping shades of cozened 
indigo // (Musta) got lemon juice up in 
your eye / when you pissed all over my 
black kettle // You must have been 
high! // who are you to wave your 
finger? // so full of it / eye balls deep in 
muddy waters / Fuckin' hypocrite! // 
Liar / lawyer / mirror / show me. // 
What's the difference?
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Kangaroo done hung the guilty with the 
innocent // Now you're weeping 
shades of cozened indigo/ (Musta) got 
lemon juice up in your eye / when you 
pissed all over my black kettle // you 
must've been / so who are you to wave 
your finger? // who are you to wave 
your fatty fingers at me? / you must 
have been out your mind // weepin' 
shades of indigo / Shed without a 
reason // Weepin' shades of indigo // 
Liar / lawyer / mirror / for you what's 
the difference? // Kangaroo be stoned 
/ he's guilty as the government // now 
you're weeping shades of cozened 
indigo // (Musta) got lemon juice up in 
your eye // now when you pissed all 
over my black kettle // You must've 
been high! / eyeballs deep in muddy 
waters // eyeballs deep in muddy 
waters / Ganja? P-lease! // You must 
have been out your mind //
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Nurse: Excuse me, doctor, do you 
have a moment? // Doctor: A moment? 
What's the question? //Nurse: More of 
a situation, a gentleman in Exam 3. // 
Doctor: What's the problem? // Nurse: 
That is the problem: we're not sure. // 
Doctor: You've got the chart? // Nurse: 
Right here. // Doctor: Hmm... not much 
here, is there? // Nurse: No doctor, no 
obvious physical trauma, vitals are 
stable. // Doctor: Name? // Nurse: No 
sir. // Doctor: Did someone drop him 
off, maybe we can speak to them? Let's 
get some background on this fellow. // 
Nurse: No ID, nothing, and he won't 
speak to anybody. // Doctor: Well, let's 
say hello. // Doctor: Good morning, I'm 
Dr. Watson. How are you today? How 
are you today? Look son, you're in a 
safe place, we want to help you, in 
whatever way we can. But you need to 
talk to us, we can't help you otherwise. 
Now, what's happened? Tell me 
everything.
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Alrighty / then / picture this if you will 
// 10 to 2 AM / X / Yogi DMT / and a box 
of Krispy Kremes // in my "need to 
know" pose / just outside of Area 51 // 
contemplating the whole "chosen 
people" thingy // when a flaming 
stealth banana split the sky / like one 
would hope but never really expect
to see in a place like this // cutting right 
angle donuts on a dime / and stopping 
right at my // Birkenstocks // and me 
yelping // Holy fucking shit! / then the 
X-Files being // looking like some kind 
of blue-green Jackie Chan // with 
Isabella Rossellini lips / and breath that 
reeked of // vanilla Chig Champa // did 
a slow-mo Matrix descent / outta the 
butt end of the banana vessel / and 
hovered // above my bug-eyes / my 
gaping jaw / and my sweaty L. Ron 
Hubbard upper lip / and all I could think 
was // "I hope Uncle Martin here 
doesn't notice / that I pissed my fuckin' 
pants."
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." // So light in his way / like an 
apparition / [that] // He had me crying 
out / "Fuck me / It's gotta be // the 
Deadhead Chemistry / the blotter got 
[right] on top of me // Got me seein' E-
motherfuckin'-T!" // and after / calming 
me down // with some orange slices // 
and some fetal spooning / E.T. revealed 
to me his singular purpose // He said / 
"You are the Chosen One // the One 
who will deliver the message // A 
message of hope for those who choose 
to hear it / and a warning for those who 
do not." // Me / The Chosen One? // 
They chose me!!! // And I didn't even 
graduate from fuckin' high school // 
you'd better / you'd better / you'd better 
/ you'd better listen // Then he looked 
right through me / with somniferous 
almond eyes // don't even know what 
that means / must remember to write it 
down // this is so real / like the time 
Dave floated away // see / my heart is 
pounding // 'Cause this shit never 
happens to me / I can't breathe right 
now! //



       crying 
out

Chosen One 



It was so real / like I woke up in 
Wonderland // all sorta terrifying / I don't 
wanna be all alone / while I tell this 
story / and can anyone tell me why // 
Y'all sound like Peanuts parents? // Will 
I ever be coming down? / This is so real 
// Finally / it's my lucky day // see / my 
heart is racing / 'Cause this shit never 
happens to me // I can't breathe right 
now! // You believe me, don't you? // 
Please believe what I've just said! / see 
the dead ain't touring // and this wasn't 
all in my head / see // they took me by 
the hand / and invited me right in // 
Then they showed me something / I 
don't even know where to begin. // 
strapped down [to] my bed / feet cold 
[and] eyes red // I'm out of my head / 
Am I alive? / Am I dead? // can't 
remember what they said



      all alone 



/ God damn // shit the bed // Hey / 
overwhelmed as one would be / placed 
in my position / such a heavy burden 
now to be the One // born to bear and 
bring to all the details of our ending / 
to write it down for all the world to see // 
but I forgot my pen // Shit the bed 
again / typical // strapped down [to] my 
bed // feet cold and eyes red // I'm out 
of my head / Am I alive? / Am I dead? // 
sunkist and Sudafed / Gyroscopes 
and infrared / Won't help / I'm brain 
dead / Can't remember what they said // 
God damn / shit the bed / I can't 
remember what they said to me // can't 
remember what they said to make me 
out to be the hero / can't remember 
what they said / Bob help me! // can't 
remember what they said / [We] don't 
know / [and we] won't know // God 
damn // shit the bed! // 



but I forgot my pen 

    Gyroscopes
and infrared 

God damn / shit the bed!



Pure as we begin / pure as we come in 
/ pure as we begin // pure by will alone 
/ pure as we begin here we have a 
stone / gather / place / [erase, so / a 
razor] // shelter turned to home / pure 
as we begin // here we have a stone / 
throw to stay the stranger // swore to 
crush his bones // Move by will alone // 
Spark becomes a flame / flame 
becomes a fire // light the way or warm 
this / hope we occupy // Spark becomes 
a flame / flame becomes a fire / forge 
a blade to slay the stranger / take 
whatever we desire  // move by will 
alone / pure as we begin / pure as we 
begin / move by will alone // leave as 
we come in / pure as light, // return to 
one / move by will alone
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Angels on the sideline / puzzled and 
amused // Why did Father give these 
humans free will? / Now they're all 
confused / Don't these talking 
monkeys know that Eden has enough 
to go around? // plenty in this holy 
garden / silly monkeys / where there's 
one you're bound to divide it right in 
two / Angels on the sideline // baffled 
and confused // Father blessed them 
all with reason / and this is what they 
choose? / Monkey killing monkey 
killing monkey over pieces of the 
ground // Silly monkeys // give them 
thumbs / they forge a blade / and where 
there's one they're bound to divide it 
right in two // 
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right in two 



Monkey killing monkey killing monkey 
over pieces of the ground / Silly 
monkeys // give them thumbs / they 
make a club to beat their brother down 
// how they've survived so misguided is 
a mystery // repugnant is a creature 
who would squander the ability / to lift 
an eye to heaven / conscious of his 
fleeting time here // Gotta divide it all 
right in two / Fight till they die over sun 
/ over sky /They fight till they die over 
sea / over air // they fight till they die 
over blood / over love // They fight till 
they die over words / polarizing // 
Angels on the sideline again / benched 
along with patience and reason // 
Angels on the sideline again / 
wondering where this tug of war will 
end // gotta divide it all right in two.
Be Patient…



make a club to beat 

        a creature 

         divide it all 
right in two 
                     over 
sea / over air 

/ polarizing 

         divide it all right in two.
Be patient...






